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VICTORY IN ‘KITKAT
SACKING’ FIGHT

RMT has won Mukesh Mahatma’s
job back, as management backed

down in the face of a strike threat.
LUL sacked Mukesh over two boxes

of KitKats. Staff on the Canary Wharf
group recognised this as a complete
injustice, and their willingness to take
action put sufficient pressure on
management to make them back down.

Well done to Mukesh, his workmates,
and everyone who rallied round.

BEWARE BORIS JOHNSON

Tory Mayoral
candidate

Boris Johnson
has unveiled his
transport policy,
promising a no-
strike deal on the
Tube. It’s more
proof of the
reactionary
agenda of the
ex-public schoolboy Henley MP, who
may have a serious chance of winning
the election.

Johnson, already infamous for once
calling black people ‘picanninies’, said,
“The RMT leadership have their thumb
around the windpipe of London
commuters and it’s time it was prised
off. I want to end the chronic strikes by
doing a deal with the workforce in
which they agree in principle not to go
on strike in exchange for an
independent arbitration in the case of a
dispute on pay and conditions.”

The no-strike deal is a red herring
policy designed by the Tories to answer
Evening Standard rants about Tube
workers. No union should agree to it,
and we’re confident that ours won’t. It
would mean locking away our most
powerful weapon for good. For any
Tube worker to vote for Johnson would
be a vote to tie ourselves up in chains.

Johnson’s election leaflet promises
‘more police on station platforms’!
Excuse us, but staffing railway stations
is our job! Whatever next – Tube staff
foiling bank robberies?! Johnson
plainly has an agenda to cut staff as
well as attack our unions.
www.workersliberty.org/tubeunionspolitics

T alks about the casualisation dispute are
still going on, TSSA has had a

thumping 81% Yes vote in its ballot, and
RMT’s ballot papers are in the post.

It seems that management made some
concessions, including withdrawing planned
changes to the ‘refusal to work on safety
grounds’ procedure and kicking the ticket
office cuts into the long grass. This shows
that we can make them step back just by

threatening strikes - and that tells us
that we can win even more by
keeping the threat open, and more
still by actually striking.

There are perils for trade unions in
pursuing a dispute based on a
‘shopping list’ of demands – not least
that management may cave in on one
demand dependant on the union
caving in on another. That said, this
dispute’s demands are closely linked,

and sometimes we don’t have the luxury of
fighting on one issue at a time. If
management attack us on several fronts, we
have to defend ourselves on all those fronts.

LUL could back down on 8 of the 9
demands if they like, but if they hold firm
on, say, replacing station staff with security
guards, then we should still strike. If there is
just one issue left, don’t just think about
how far management have moved – think
about that one issue. Security guards on
stations in the evening and at night means
loss of supervisor jobs and no qualified
railway staff on hand to help other grades
eg. drivers, in the event of an incident.

That’s why drivers must support the RMT
strike ballot. It’s not just about standing in
solidarity with station staff – though that’s
important in it’s own right – but about

drivers defending their own interests. If you
have a one-under, security alert, signal
remaining at danger, PEA ... then you’d
expect to have a station supervisor available
to help you. Under LUL’s plans, you won’t.

<><><>

I t is good to see ballots now going ahead,
but union leaders have been sluggish so

far. Local reps have felt frustrated by a lack
of updates. Leaders need to get members on
a war footing, but don’t always look like
they are on a war footing themselves.

One way to help turn this around would
be to set up a rank-and-file strike committee
to organise publicity, information, talking
to staff, responding to management’s
propaganda etc.

Our priority now must be to get the
biggest possible Yes vote in the RMT
ballot, and to make sure that union officials
do not back down on our core principles –
no staff cuts, no casualisation, LUL work to
be done by directly-employed LUL staff.

<><><>

M anagement have a game plan that for
the 2012 Olympics and beyond: they

want a defeated workforce willing to do
whatever we are told. For them, the best
way to achieve this is to have a small core
of ‘flexible’, overworked LUL staff,
supplemented by agency staff who they can
pick up and drop as they choose.

We can either let them do this to us, or
we can fight. Hobson’s choice, really!

www.workersliberty.org/casualise

CASUALISATION AND DE-STAFFING:

STEP UP THE FIGHT

CENTRAL LINE MOTORS WEAR OUT

The Central line’s 92 stock’s the motors have begun to give up the ghost. Everyone
always knew they were dodgy, and over recent weeks, the brushes have been wearing

out and the motors flashing over. Management thought they could fix them on an ad hoc
basis, but they are now taking 4 trains out of service in the morning peak, 5 in the evening.

But that’s just the official figure. Last Friday, ten trains were OOS in the morning peak.
Platforms are usually overcrowded and trains over-full, but this latest crisis made matters
worse. Trains were so packed that pressure of bodies on the doors has led to loss of pilot
lights. On occasion, drivers have even have to leave the cab and take their safety into their
own hands, squeezing through the train to locate the problem. What a way to run a railway.

www.workersliberty.org/central
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FORM FILLING FRENZY

F irst, there was the ticket office window
check form: sign every 15 minutes that

your TOM has been in action. Then came
the PA check form: sign every 10 minutes to
confirm that a PA has been broadcast. In
both cases, write an explanation if it has not.
How about: ‘too busy filling in silly forms’?

Spare a thought for Greenford staff,
whose managers provided 15-minute egg
timers to remind them to fill in their forms!

www.workersliberty.org/fares

DETRAIN ALONE? ER - NO!

Last month, line control asked
Harrow & Wealdstone to send ONE

CSA to Kenton to do detrainments after a
suspected one-under. Worse, Kenton is a
station where they were not familiarised
and had no access to a place of safety!

The CSAs refused to go. The service
resumed soon after, so it didn’t become a
big issue. But it shows how right the
detrainment staff are to pursue their
dispute, and how readily management
will put us at risk if we let them.

www.workersliberty.org/bakerloo

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN

E arls Court control centre has imposed
‘corrective action plans’. You get so

many ‘items’ and a manager hauls you off
to ‘agree’ and implement a plan.

But there was no consultation with the
union, and no reps are involved in the
process. Managers give staff the impression
that this is part of the Professional Service
Control Agreement (PCSA), and staff feel
so under-the-thumb that they are inclined to
just go along with it.

Don’t! Insist on involving your rep, as
this is something that could be used against
you in future disciplinary action.

www.workersliberty.org/district

WOT NO BNS?

Management were supposed to
produce the Business Needs

Schematics for ex-Silverlink stations
months ago. But still nothing. The BNS
shows what duties need to be done on a
station over a 24-hour day.

Has their non-appearance suggest
management not wanting to show their
hand over mobile supervision? Anyone
would think they had something to hide.

www.workersliberty.org/silverlink

SEVEN DAYS ON STRIKE

B akerloo line detrainment staff took
their seventh day’s strike action on 24

February. Again, there was no scabbing by
the workers involved, but again they took
action alone, without other grades.

With LUL prepared to ride out ongoing
one-day strikes, we need to review the strike
strategy. Is there a way to involve other
grades? Can the action spread to other areas
where there is unsafe lone working? Should
future strikes be for 48 hours, or longer?

And how does this fit in with the dispute
on casualisation and de-staffing? It fits
under the general heading, and it would be
good to be part of a wider battle. But on the
other hand, strikers fear their specific issue
being lost among the ‘shopping list’ of the
bigger dispute’s demands.

www.workersliberty.org/detrain

TRAINING FOR DEFEAT

I t seems that staff destined for
Heathrow Terminal 5 are to be trained

at Queen’s Park station in detrainments.
T5 is to be staffed by non-LUL staff, so

why are we letting them train on our
stations?! What’s next – turkeys running
Christmas cookery classes?

www.workersliberty.org/training

WORKLOAD AND GRIEF

W ide Aisle Gates (WAGs) have been
installed at Euston, enabling CSAs

not to be tethered to the manual gate. But
working the gateline is as hectic as ever, and
WAGs have brought new problems.

When they fail and need resetting, you get
a build-up of customers with luggage and
pushchairs trying to force open an electronic
gate with a mind of its own. And you get
arguments with customers who have flashed
their Gold Card and been ushered through
the manual gate every day for ten years,
who refuse to open a gate themselves.

There will always be tickets that don’t
work, Oyster cards that fail, customers who
ask questions. If management ever think
they can use WAGs to cut gateline staff,
they can think again.

www.workersliberty.org/northern

EX-DRIVER WINS CASE

An ex-driver has won a legal case
after LUL’s poor training caused a

medical condition that stopped her being
able to drive. When LUL introduced a
new design for the Deadman, it did not
train drivers properly in its safe use.

A condition like tenosynovitis will not
affect all – or even most – drivers, but if
just one worker is disabled by an
employer’s neglect, then it is an issue
for all workers.

www.workersliberty.org/LTsafety

Simone de Beauvoir - 100 years since the birth of the French feminist
Workers’ Liberty discussion forum: Thursday 20 March, 7:30pm, Union Tavern, Lloyd Baker St

SERVICE CONTROL
‘RESTRUCTURING’
S ervice control staff went through

one naff ‘restructuring’ a few years
ago. Now we face another, centred on
upgrading to super new control centres.

LUL is creating the grade of Service
Controller, combining the functions of
signallers and line controllers. But what
about signallers who don’t want to be
line controllers?! There is no protection
for their jobs. LUL is making them
apply for promotion to the new grade,
even though most of it is the same
work, and with no guarantees on what
will happen if they fail the application.

LUL is also closing the remaining
cabins. This leaves Met and District
signallers’ jobs at risk, but LUL has
offered them no alternative jobs. The
two lines have an ‘Interim Control
Facility’, but it is a mystery on what
basis management have allocated posts
there. Most of us suspect a ‘faces that
fit’ policy. With 200 posts due to go, it
looks like LUL may be using the
‘apply for promotion’ rule as a way of
weeding out those who do not fit in
with their new scheme of things.

You can’t even get a hardship move
or transfer at the moment, with some of
us waiting more than two years. Other
grades have a ‘movements committee’
to deal with such cases - this should be
good enough for service control too.

With management on the rampage, it
is vital that we call a halt to these
abuses. With the last restructuring, the
unions let us down badly. We have to
learn from that rather than let it
demoralise us. The main lesson we
should learn is: don’t put all your trust
in union officials; rank-and-file
workers must assert ourselves and
demand the fight that we need.
www.workersliberty.org/servicecontrol

Tubeworker is produced by
tubeworkers in the Alliance for

Workers’ Liberty, an organisation
fighting as part of the labour

movement for a socialist alternative to
both capitalism and Stalinism, based

on common ownership and democracy.
We want one democratic, fighting
union for all railworkers. We reject

artificial divisions between workers of
different grades. We oppose racism,

sexism, homophobia and all prejudice
that divides us. Only our bosses benefit

from a divided workforce.


